Thank you so much for a truly wonderful conference and experience last week in Bucharest.
Everything was simply excellent. The speakers, the organisation and the attendees. I know
how tiring these events are to organise and I know how much emotional energy goes into
them as well. I just wanted to say that from my perspective it was all worth it. You should be
very proud of what you have achieved and how well you showed CFA Society Romania to
our community. Thank you! – Paul Smith, CFA, President and CEO at CFA Institute

I would like to thank all of you for the nice Seminar in Bucharest. The venue was very very
well-organized and the atmosphere was so friendly and unforgettable. I find the Seminar
very beneficial and the way the material was presented and experienced was so interesting,
exciting and enjoyable. Thank you very much. – Daniela Minkova, CFA, Portfolio Manager at
Bulgarian National Bank

It was a pleasure meeting you! Thank you all for great, productive, informative and enjoyable
days in Bucharest. Special thanks to CFA Society Romania for organizing and warm
welcome! - Olga Teteruk, CFA, Board Member at CFA Society Ukraine

Let me sincerely thank you for the invitation to participate in the Women in Investment
Management event in Bucharest this week. I truly enjoyed the forum of highly experienced
professionals both at the panel and in the audience, seamless organization and welcoming
team. Thanks to Ilke Homris and CFA Society of Istanbul for facilitating the introduction. Aksinya Sorokina, CFA, Financial inclusion through data and innovation at IFC - World Bank
Group

Thank you for organising such a great conference and on such an important topic! It was
wonderful to see Bucharest and get to know CFA Society Romania and the other CEE
societies. I hope one day you will visit us in Warsaw! It was lovely to meet you! I hope we will
do more together. If there’s anything the Polish Society can support you with, just let us
know. - Milena Olszewska, CFA, ACCA, CEO & CFO at WM Advisory

Thank you for an unforgettable experience. I have enjoyed it a lot. CFA Society Czech
Republic would be also happy to join any other initiative that may appear in future. - Katarina
Scecinova, CFA, Portfolio Manager at J&T Banka

I'm really happy that I've met all of you! This was an unforgettable experience to talk to you
and to have this time together! Wish you luck and success in what you do! - Alina
Nuzhnenko, PR Manager at CFA Society Ukraine

Thank you for the pleasant organization to all Romania Society, we are looking forward to
host you next year in İstanbul! - Derya DAĞLI, CFA, Pension Funds Marketing & Business
Development Assistant Manager at Ak Asset Management

It has been a pleasure and I am looking forward to our future cooperation. I feel that our new
Slovak Society is very welcomed and I am grateful for all the contacts and the live network! Lenka Cyprichova, CFA, MBA, Structured Finance Specialist at Banca IMI

Thank you for the wonderful days we had in Bucharest! Special thanks to CFA Institute and
CFA Society Romania for organizing this important event and raising our professionalism. I
hope that we can continue on this initiative and help each other to build unique spirit for our
leadership. - Irina Turaliyeva, CFA, Deputy Chairman at VTB Bank

It was a great pleasure to meet you all. The sessions were really interesting and the
speakers were inspiring. Many thanks to the Romanian Society and hope to see you all in
Istanbul next year. - Elif Altuğ, Ph.D., CFA, Head of Portfolio Advisory at Yapı Kredi Asset
Management

I would like also to express my appreciation on this well prepared, inspiring and warm event
from CFA Society Romania. It was my pleasure to meet you all, and to share some thoughts
with you. Best of luck in your further career steps and in life. Hope to meet you again in
some other organizations. - Gladiola Gjuzi, Associate Pricing Consultant at DXC Technology

Thank you for inviting our society to WIM, we had a really nice time. Everything was really
great and so well organized. Many thanks for your work and hospitality! Hope to see you all
again soon! - Maja Bešević Vlajo, CFA, Member of the Management Board at N3 Capital
Partners

Many thanks for welcoming us all for such an exciting and insightful conference. It was really
a great opportunity to meet so many passionate and intelligent women and learn a little more
too about Romanian culture in such a great city! - Lucinda Worlock, Voice, Accent and
Communication Coach at RADA

